Stamp 1

- Line in the upper margin over the fourth spiral and left forked line. Faint white line runs from the P into the O. Blotches in the margin at the top and bottom of the left frame. Dot on the left side of the spire on the fifth tower. Two dots over the sixth tower. Bump on the underside of the seventh wave. Gap in the oval at 7:00 and 5:00. T1.\(^1\) **Nail mark possible near the second spiral.**

- Gap in the left frame above the K. Scratch in the left half of the O in SLOV. Blotch on the sun at 11:00 with two dots nearby. Gap in the oval at 11:30 and 12:30. Dot in the value tablet at 1:30. T2. **Nail mark possible in the upper margin in front of the P.**

---

\(^1\)T1: “The area around the fourth tower is of Type 1”. See page 110 for descriptions of fourth tower types.
Stamp 2

- Gap in the upper frame above the O. Colored line in the upper margin above OŠ and right forked line. Gap in the left frame above the K. Dot in the sun at 10:00. Gap in the crushed frame behind the right dove. T1.

- Upper frame thickens from above the right forked line to the right corner. Gap in the upper frame above the O. Two dots in the leg of the T and another in the A’s left leg. Double rim on the sun from 11:30 [12:30 as illustrated] to 2:00. White spot on the eighth wave. T2.
Line in the upper margin above the third spiral and the right forked line. Gap in the left frame between the E and S. Gap in the main ray; it is doubled at the lower right. Gap in the sun at 3:00 and from 4:30. T3.

Gap in the right frame between the S and L. Dots above and on the sun and a large dot within the sun. Dot in the left dove’s tail. T7. [Knihtisk: Bright dot opposite the lower left corner].
• Gap in the upper frame above the P. Colored mark within the K of SKÁ. Gap in the main ray. Gap in the left dove’s wing above its feet. Bump on the oval at 8:30. T4.

• Vertical line in the sky under PO. Notch in the right frame above the S in SLO. Dot in the left dove’s wing. Dots and lines in the right dove’s wing and tail. Dot in the first heart at 9:00. Two dots and a háček in the value tablet at 7:30-8:00. T17.
Common to both plates: Gap in the upper frame above the P.

- Gap in the upper frame above the P and after the A. Thin colored line in the right loop of the O in PO. The bottom of vertical leg of the K in ESKO cuts the inner frame. T1. **Some printings:** two faint dots above the sun. Gap in the third heart at 3:00 and 5:30, in the fourth heart at 2:30. Gap in the oval at 9:30. \(^2\)

- Gap in the upper frame above the P. Gap in the first leaf at 4:00. Gap in the right frame above the L. Dot on the right side of the tip of the fourth tower. Dot on the sun at 12:00. Messy dots and lines in the left dove. Gap in the lower frame under the right dove’s tail. T6.

\(^2\)It is unclear if the author meant that all of the description following the “some printings” were meant, or only the single following sentence. It this case, only the “gap in the oval” is not present.
Stamp 6

- Two gaps in the upper frame above the A. Bump on the upper curve of the S and the inside of the O in SKO. Two bumps on the left frame, one next to and the other above, the second spiral. Dot in the sky above the roof next to the left end of the arch. Several gaps on the lower frame under the fourth heart and right dove. T1.

- Gap in the upper frame above the A. Dot on the right frame between NS. Two dots in the fifth leaf and one on the right edge of the eighth leaf. Dot high to the upper right over the sun. Two dots on the sun at 12:00. Messy dots and lines in both doves and the first heart.
Stamp 7

- Thick colored line in the lower loop of the Š. Dot on the right frame behind the seventh spiral [Not observed]. Note the rays under TA. Two dots and a fat ray above the fourth tower. T6. **Nail mark possible in the upper margin after the A.**

- Lines and dots in the sixth and ninth leaves. Line on the right dove’s wing, dot on its little fan, and a blotch in its tail. T5. **Nail mark possible in the upper margin above the ŠT.**
Common to both plates: Colored line in the A in TA’s right leg. Dot in the lower part of the third leaf.

- Colored line in the A in TA’s right leg and the O in ESKO. Dot in the lower part of the third leaf. Dot to the upper right of the main ray. T3.

- Colored line in the A in TA’s right leg. Dot in the lower part of the third leaf. Line on the upper frame above the P [Not observed]. Notch in the right frame near the sixth spiral. Notch in the left frame above the second spiral. Short main ray. T1.
Stamp 9

- Gap in the upper left side of the O in PO. Dot in the third leaf. Dot to the right of the second tower. Pair of dots above the sun. T1.

- Well marked ring and dot above the fourth leaf. Ring on the right forked line. Growth on the upper edge of the third leaf with a gap to its left. Dot in the ninth leaf. T4.
Common to both plates: Gap in the upper frame above the A.

- Gap in the upper frame above the A, another above the right forked line, and a dot above the O. Two notches in the right frame above the S and L, another over the K. Dot between the sixth tower and the branch. Curved colored line on the lower frame after MUCHA. T1. **Nail mark possible in the upper margin above the Š.**

- Gap in the upper frame above the A. Bump on the left frame between the Č and E. Dot on the right side of the fourth tower. Dot on the oval at 4:00. T1. **Some printings: Gap in the lower right corner. Gap in the lower frame under the right side of the value tablet. Possible nail mark in the upper margin above the Š.**